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We celebrate thirty years with our Vicenza

For the thirty years anniversary of its activity, Entity Elettronica Srl, will donate to the Municipality of Vicenza
an App to discover the beauties of the city that hosts it. It will be an interactive platform with multimedia con -
tents to enhance historical monuments, places of worship and museums in Vicenza.

Through smartphones or tablets, tourists will receive, after downloading the App on their device, notifications
with information about the history of the monument, photos, opening times and/or special events, and will be
able to keep the history of the routes made for a possible sharing with friends and relatives even when retur-
ning home... all in one's own language.
The application will allow the user to plan the tour from home or hotel.

At the base of everything there is: "beacon", a radio device that interfaces with a receiver (an App for smart -
phones and/or tablets) and allows transmitting visual and/or sound notifications within short distances. Blue-
tooth beacon technology is compatible with smartphones and/or tablets of all brands. It is a powerful Proximi -
ty Marketing tool that allows you to reach the user and give the visit experience a new, renewed and surpri -
sing dimension.

Entity will take care of the implementation of the application, the installation of the beacon for 10 monuments
and will make available to the Municipality of Vicenza a platform to set the contents/notifications, monitor the
frequency of the tourist visits to the different monuments and much more. The company will also produce in-
formation leaflets, communication materials and advertising columns to be placed in the main points of inte -
rest. The advertising columns will promote the initiative and will be Access Points for free downloading of the
App via wi-fi (also through a Qr-Code). This project of proximity to the city and the development of tourism
potential through digital tools has received the patronage of Confartigianato Imprese Vicenza.

"Vicenza is our city, a magnificent reality, rich in history, culture, goods, which deserves to be valued at its
best. Now, with this digital solution, visiting Vicenza will be even more stimulating and maybe it will be an
example for other realities of our territory – the comment of Stefano Cavaggion, Owner and CEO of Entity
Elettronica Srl -. Our company, in its thirtieth year of activity, has decided to invest by donating to the Munici-
pal Administration this tool that offers strong development possibilities both in terms of number of monumen-
ts, extension and integration in more extensive tourist routes".

About us:
We are an international  company that designs and produces Electronic Boards for  industrial  use and lighting, and we have been
promoting the distinctive values of made in Italy since 1989. Our mission is to make people’s lives simpler turning ideas into reality.
Hardware and Software Design, Research and Development, Prototyping, accurate Testing and Inspection, Production: these are the
main steps of the all-encompassing service that has always distinguished our company. These characteristics are confirmed by our
Partnerships with some of the most prestigious companies. In lighting, a sector in which we are highly specialized, we are the only
Italian partner accredited by CREE as LED Solution Provider. We put down our roots 30 years ago and since then we have been
gathering and developing our customers’ ideas, as we are strongly convinced that their success is also our success.

For more information www.entityel.com or  ENTITY Elettronica Srl at tel. +39 0444 574488, e-mail info@entityel.it
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